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The NON Houla Massacre

I don't know if others have posted this here or not, within the syrian threads. It deserves its own
thread.
Now go HERE, [link to eyreinternational.wordpress.com]
and then run to CNN and other media, and use your email lists, write the .gov sites and raise a
little "holy hell."
A couple days ago I realized myself I had probably seen this massacre image in the past and sure
enough I had too. We have this right in your face on my own website since May 30.
This is CNN's contact page. [link to www.cnn.com]
You can also click the names of just about any CNN shows in their right side pop down box on
their main US site as there are contact forms with their shows.
I would suggest going to well known Iranian new sites and any of interest and sending that linky to
them. Its about time people did SOMETHING en masse and then see how CNN might cover this if
enough attention is drawn to it.
We were shown these same images on CNN, even though the above linky is about BBC's use of
the image. IF you have seen that image on any media, make it know how you feel.
For those in the Zionist run countries, you are going against your own countries PEOPLE if you do
not do something about this. This is a big gorilla in the room.
--------------------------------------------------Go here today: Thread: The NON Houla Massacre and do something right from your heart.

The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.
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AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
---------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 10:48 AM

Also, somebody with a good heart who desires to do what is right, please pin this. Hopefully a red
pin, but if mods aren't on, green is very welcome also.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1238775
Austria
06/02/2012 10:56 AM
that image is irrelevant.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 11:03 AM

that image is irrelevant.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1238775

really? How SO? this is a years old image being used to create something false flag to get support
for American intervention in Syria. It didn't happen in Syria. These kids were NOT massacred
there and it supports heavily that American news is being falsely created.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17101706
Germany
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06/02/2012 11:37 AM
Are you talking about the photo with the alleged bodies wrapped in white cloth, with the young girl
skipping thru them?
Yes, it's from Iraq, years ago. They are now trying to say it's from Syria today.
Good find.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17101706
Germany
06/02/2012 11:38 AM
PS... 5 stars for you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 664728
New Zealand
06/02/2012 11:40 AM
this was pinned days ago
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 11:40 AM

Are you talking about the photo with the alleged bodies wrapped in white cloth, with the young girl
skipping thru them?
Yes, it's from Iraq, years ago. They are now trying to say it's from Syria today.
Good find.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17101706

Ron on my website found the article and posted it, with the images right in the face of readers. I
had suspected this was going on, it looked familiar and its time for people to take action as many
reading here MUST have SEEN it on CNN and other media.
In fact at the time I was posting to my site to do something, CNN had a clip of Hiliary on pushing
this NON massacre. IT is TIME for people to BITCH .
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8637765
United States
06/02/2012 11:44 AM
Are you talking about the photo with the alleged bodies wrapped in white cloth, with the young girl
skipping thru them?
Yes, it's from Iraq, years ago. They are now trying to say it's from Syria today.
Good find.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17101706

Ron on my website found the article and posted it, with the images right in the face of readers. I
had suspected this was going on, it looked familiar and its time for people to take action as many
reading here MUST have SEEN it on CNN and other media.
In fact at the time I was posting to my site to do something, CNN had a clip of Hiliary on pushing
this NON massacre. IT is TIME for people to BITCH .
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

EXACTLY!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17101706
Germany
06/02/2012 11:44 AM
this was pinned days ago
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 664728

I didn't see it until today.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16855915
Australia
06/02/2012 11:49 AM
bumped you to 5* stars, keep fighting against the propaganda.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 11:49 AM
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this was pinned days ago
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 664728

I didn't see it until today.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17101706

I checked Houla in search, and I did NOt find such a thread focused ON this topic. I have been
very busy and have not kept up. If this was in another thread, too bad, it needs to be HERE IN
FRONT OF YOUR FACES NOW.
There was NO thread I found labeled false images in Houla or with similar title. Doesn't matter
anyway, it needs to remain in peoples faces. I pinned it with my own greens. It should be kept
pinned by somebody until enough SEE.
Post the linky to your blogs besides spending time sending it elsewhere and confronting media
sources using it. People can take more action.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 11:56 AM

You ones do KNOW, right, why the khazars want syria? And WHO the Khazar are? That is really
the more important question.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17221172
Kenya
06/02/2012 12:01 PM
I don't know if others have posted this here or not, within the syrian threads. It deserves its own
thread.
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Now go HERE, [link to eyreinternational.wordpress.com]
and then run to CNN and other media, and use your email lists, write the .gov sites and raise a
little "holy hell."
A couple days ago I realized myself I had probably seen this massacre image in the past and sure
enough I had too. We have this right in your face on my own website since May 30.
This is CNN's contact page. [link to www.cnn.com]
You can also click the names of just about any CNN shows in their right side pop down box on
their main US site as there are contact forms with their shows.
I would suggest going to well known Iranian new sites and any of interest and sending that linky to
them. Its about time people did SOMETHING en masse and then see how CNN might cover this if
enough attention is drawn to it.
We were shown these same images on CNN, even though the above linky is about BBC's use of
the image. IF you have seen that image on any media, make it know how you feel.
For those in the Zionist run countries, you are going against your own countries PEOPLE if you do
not do something about this. This is a big gorilla in the room.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It is time for the world to open their eyes to this terrible act of aggression and deceit that is
currently being played out by the United Nations, Obama, Camaron and Hollande in
seeking the truth.
YES!
einsteinsfly
User ID: 17029583
United States
06/02/2012 01:17 PM

You ones do KNOW, right, why the khazars want syria? And WHO the Khazar are? That is really
the more important question.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Damascus
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14708718
United States
06/02/2012 01:26 PM
You ones do KNOW, right, why the khazars want syria? And WHO the Khazar are? That is really
the more important question.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i dunno, is it part of eratz ysrael, greater israel?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/02/2012 01:32 PM
You ones do KNOW, right, why the khazars want syria? And WHO the Khazar are? That is really
the more important question.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Damascus
Quoting: einsteinsfly

snip- As seen in Libya, the torture, atrocities, genocide, and disorder only just begin with the fall of
a targeted government. The US means to create a sectarian extremist state with which to array
against neighboring Iran. -snip
[link to landdestroyer.blogspot.com.au]
We all need to wake up to some very disturbing facts. The amount of dis-information is sickening.
For more thought provoking articles & links visit [link to www.abundanthope.net]
Terrebonne
User ID: 17225915
United States
06/02/2012 01:39 PM

I don't know if others have posted this here or not, within the syrian threads. It deserves its own
thread.
Now go HERE, [link to eyreinternational.wordpress.com]
and then run to CNN and other media, and use your email lists, write the .gov sites and raise a
little "holy hell."
A couple days ago I realized myself I had probably seen this massacre image in the past and sure
enough I had too. We have this right in your face on my own website since May 30.
This is CNN's contact page. [link to www.cnn.com]
You can also click the names of just about any CNN shows in their right side pop down box on
their main US site as there are contact forms with their shows.
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I would suggest going to well known Iranian new sites and any of interest and sending that linky to
them. Its about time people did SOMETHING en masse and then see how CNN might cover this if
enough attention is drawn to it.
We were shown these same images on CNN, even though the above linky is about BBC's use of
the image. IF you have seen that image on any media, make it know how you feel.
For those in the Zionist run countries, you are going against your own countries PEOPLE if you do
not do something about this. This is a big gorilla in the room.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

SYRIA: Killing Innocent Civilians as part of a US Covert Op. Mobilizing Public Support for a
R2P War against Syria
The deaths are blamed on the Al Assad government, with "casualty lists in U.S. newspapers
causing a helpful wave of indignation.". Meanwhile, several European countries, Canada and
Australia have cut off diplomatic relations with Syria. This decision to isolate Syria was carried
similtaneously by several governments. It was taken prior to the conduct of an investigation.
[link to www.fourwinds10.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17040933
United Kingdom
06/02/2012 01:43 PM
Search: BBC
Result: Thread: BREAKING - BBC Caught Red Handed In Syria Massacre Propaganda Hoax !
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17202575
Croatia
06/02/2012 01:46 PM

5 STARS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17202575
Croatia
06/02/2012 01:53 PM

[link to video.godlikeproductions.com]
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 02:30 PM

Search: BBC
Result: Thread: BREAKING - BBC Caught Red Handed In Syria Massacre Propaganda Hoax !
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17040933

thanks. Still doesn't hurt and its my own karma spending to put it in people's faces again and ASK
that your ones spread it further to your blogs and email lists and also use the contact forms
because CNN carried the same image which is what made ME wonder if I had seen this one
before, it looked familiar.
It needs more exposure. And the doing of contacting MEDIA about it. I left the linky today on a
bunch of CNN contact forms and in a bit I will hit some other media sites. Once in a while what is
going on the net hits the media and its fun if nothing else to watch them gag on it and make up
more stories that might help some of their audience THINK.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 02:31 PM

I don't know if others have posted this here or not, within the syrian threads. It deserves its own
thread.
Now go HERE, [link to eyreinternational.wordpress.com]
and then run to CNN and other media, and use your email lists, write the .gov sites and raise a
little "holy hell."
A couple days ago I realized myself I had probably seen this massacre image in the past and sure
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enough I had too. We have this right in your face on my own website since May 30.
This is CNN's contact page. [link to www.cnn.com]
You can also click the names of just about any CNN shows in their right side pop down box on
their main US site as there are contact forms with their shows.
I would suggest going to well known Iranian new sites and any of interest and sending that linky to
them. Its about time people did SOMETHING en masse and then see how CNN might cover this if
enough attention is drawn to it.
We were shown these same images on CNN, even though the above linky is about BBC's use of
the image. IF you have seen that image on any media, make it know how you feel.
For those in the Zionist run countries, you are going against your own countries PEOPLE if you do
not do something about this. This is a big gorilla in the room.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

SYRIA: Killing Innocent Civilians as part of a US Covert Op. Mobilizing Public Support for a
R2P War against Syria
The deaths are blamed on the Al Assad government, with "casualty lists in U.S. newspapers
causing a helpful wave of indignation.". Meanwhile, several European countries, Canada and
Australia have cut off diplomatic relations with Syria. This decision to isolate Syria was carried
similtaneously by several governments. It was taken prior to the conduct of an investigation.
[link to www.fourwinds10.net]
Quoting: Terrebonne

I will go look at the piece on 4winds however to see what it says.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 02:34 PM

again to keep it front and center, the purpose is more than just exposure in this thread. I am
making a request for ACTION and not just reading, shedding tears, huffing, or any other emotion.
HIT the .gov contact forms too.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17200798
United Kingdom
06/02/2012 02:39 PM
Why do they want Damascus?
bbristowe
Cpt. Cool
User ID: 12089333
06/02/2012 03:13 PM

Ugh, I try so hard to stay away from MSM. But when you see things like this, what is there to say?
Thankfully I am on the sane side it would seem. The intellects and critical thinkers (for the most
part lol!). Scary times we live in. Sure the 250 people reading this thread got the message (or not).
But how to convince the other billion they keep getting lied to?
They worked long and hard to make people this stupid, sometimes I wonder if we can even undo
what has been done.
Pa resident1
User ID: 16587307
United States
06/02/2012 03:24 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: The NON Houla Massacre
that image is irrelevant.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1238775

really? How SO? this is a years old image being used to create something false flag to get support
for American intervention in Syria. It didn't happen in Syria. These kids were NOT massacred
there and it supports heavily that American news is being falsely created.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Wow. The elite are really trying to start a nuclear war.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1510025
Australia
06/02/2012 03:38 PM
Not even the Syrian regime is denying that a massacre took place.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17235488
Italy
06/02/2012 03:51 PM
Not even the Syrian regime is denying that a massacre took place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1510025

my friend, you are trying to talk reason to people who will never listen.
This NIP is just plain crazy
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 04:12 PM

Not even the Syrian regime is denying that a massacre took place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1510025

my friend, you are trying to talk reason to people who will never listen.
This NIP is just plain crazy
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17235488

and you got that how? propaganda on your tv and internet? It didn't occur, and any other deaths
have been caused by those interfering. there are huge plans brewing there, because basically, the
zionists are not to sure yet on attacking Iran
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17236948
United Kingdom
06/02/2012 04:23 PM
Why do they want Damascus?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17200798

they dont want syria spanking israel if israel attacks iran

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 04:32 PM

You ones do KNOW, right, why the khazars want syria? And WHO the Khazar are? That is really
the more important question.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Damascus
Quoting: einsteinsfly

snip- As seen in Libya, the torture, atrocities, genocide, and disorder only just begin with the fall of
a targeted government. The US means to create a sectarian extremist state with which to array
against neighboring Iran. -snip
[link to landdestroyer.blogspot.com.au]
We all need to wake up to some very disturbing facts. The amount of dis-information is sickening.
For more thought provoking articles & links visit [link to www.abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

No. It is the desire to OCCUPY the ancient land of israel, the wider area, as these Khazar Zionists
who wish to occupy the lands of people than long ago came from the stars there, the original
semites and today I can't remember the rest. These areas were settled by people from Pleiades.
Lighted people from Pleiades.
These khazars are doing battle against "god". They see that wider area as a fortress of God. They
are stealing it from the owners which today REMAIN the descendents of those people of
thousands of years ago. This was known long ago in the management realms of heaven, as the
Khazars pushed westward or were pushed westward from MONGOLIA. These are NOT the
people of "Palestine". They never owned it. The diaspora is a pure lie.
Taking on the Talmud which is evil anyway, does not give a group the right to take over other
lands. The Talmud was created after Christ, both versions if I recall, buy other negative ones in
the area known as israel today.
It is simply conquest of a planet, the desire for an area that had holy people that settled there but
forgot themselves too.
If a "jewish" person has the heritage genetically of those "jewish people" from eastern Europe,
they are of Khazar heritage. Not semetic heritage. And if we can teach truth on this planet, your
genetic heritage is not necessarily who you are anyway.
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This is the same thing that happened in the US of A. The lands were stolen over a very short
period of time, from the Red man. Saying that one is a descendant of people a few hundred years
ago in the US of A doesn't make one a red man. the Zionists of the 1400's quickly got involved in
the "new world". Firm implantation of selves early 1500's.
Stealing those lands now in the Middle East is no different than the land stolen from the Red Man
starting in the 1400's. It is the same thing.
The want ALL the land under the former "real israel", which is basically on this map I searched for,
after Christ Michael long ago gave me the approximate boundaries in my own atlas, that I traced
in pen from his information. The only difference with the map way down on the page below, is that
it includes Iraq to the Tigris, and less of Turkey than shown. The portion of Turkey wanted is the
south east sector over to the headwaters of the Tigris which does include all of Syria. Those that
stole the Talmud, cannot call themselves "semites". They didn't even name themselves "jewish
people" until the 1700's! Then added that to the BIBLE to divert christians with additional
propaganda, to their service.
[link to britam.org]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17237528
United Kingdom
06/02/2012 04:32 PM
The Western allied nations, will do nothing
because Russia this time is serious about
protecting its interests in the middle east
there will not be any Kosovo UN NATO peace keeping
troops deployed in Syria.
I Can see that, the Syria jihads, will be
attacking the Russian Military Base, but that
will be a mistake because The Russians
will just bomb them into the stone age.
China will Veto anything against Russia.
this Game is over, only the clean up is left those jihads in Syria supported by the CIA MI5 etc
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17235488
Italy
06/02/2012 04:36 PM
Not even the Syrian regime is denying that a massacre took place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1510025

my friend, you are trying to talk reason to people who will never listen.
This NIP is just plain crazy
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17235488
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and you got that how? propaganda on your tv and internet? It didn't occur, and any other deaths
have been caused by those interfering. there are huge plans brewing there, because basically, the
zionists are not to sure yet on attacking Iran
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

On the Houla topic, as the australian poster said, not even the syrian regime is denying it, they
only moved the responsibility from the army to pro-Assad militias.
And the fact that there was an error in the BBC service doesn't change that.
On the Nip topic, that is just my opinion, but it comes from reading the nonsense that you write from the beginning, at the 4wins time, I mean.
On Iran, stay assured that when the right time comes, there will be no fantasy Michael of Nebadon
to stop things.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 04:37 PM

The Western allied nations, will do nothing
because Russia this time is serious about
protecting its interests in the middle east
there will not be any Kosovo UN NATO peace keeping
troops deployed in Syria.
I Can see that, the Syria jihads, will be
attacking the Russian Military Base, but that
will be a mistake because The Russians
will just bomb them into the stone age.
China will Veto anything against Russia.
this Game is over, only the clean up is left those jihads in Syria supported by the CIA MI5 etc
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17237528

How strange, I just got the glp upgrade your account page????? when I began to write this post. I
have been upgraded for a long time now! oh well.
Anyway, wrong conclusion. Its not about Russian "interests" in terms of investments its about the
Russians have been booting the Khazar Bolsheviks out of Russia and the whole region. Its just
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that simple, they don't want them anywhere near close. And they will protect these peoples out of
genuine concern. Putin is a Christ and then some on this world. Incarnated to do that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 04:37 PM

The Western allied nations, will do nothing
because Russia this time is serious about
protecting its interests in the middle east
there will not be any Kosovo UN NATO peace keeping
troops deployed in Syria.
I Can see that, the Syria jihads, will be
attacking the Russian Military Base, but that
will be a mistake because The Russians
will just bomb them into the stone age.
China will Veto anything against Russia.
this Game is over, only the clean up is left those jihads in Syria supported by the CIA MI5 etc
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17237528

How strange, I just got the glp upgrade your account page????? when I began to write this post. I
have been upgraded for a long time now! oh well.
Anyway, wrong conclusion. Its not about Russian "interests" in terms of investments its about the
Russians have been booting the Khazar Bolsheviks out of Russia and the whole region. Its just
that simple, they don't want them anywhere near close. And they will protect these peoples out of
genuine concern. Putin is a Christ and then some on this world. Incarnated to do that.
jingo
User ID: 2996723
United States
06/02/2012 04:38 PM
hallelujah
hallelujah
einsteinsfly
User ID: 17029583
United States
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06/02/2012 04:52 PM

NIP, I have a suggestion that you begin a thread (when you have time to devote to) with a Q&A
basis on:
3 days of darkness
origins of God
purpose of humanity
stasis
consciousness of individuals, collective and planets
etc.
serious questions only
what think you?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17239057
United Kingdom
06/02/2012 04:57 PM
I don't know if others have posted this here or not, within the syrian threads. It deserves its own
thread.
Now go HERE, [link to eyreinternational.wordpress.com]
and then run to CNN and other media, and use your email lists, write the .gov sites and raise a
little "holy hell."
A couple days ago I realized myself I had probably seen this massacre image in the past and sure
enough I had too. We have this right in your face on my own website since May 30.
This is CNN's contact page. [link to www.cnn.com]
You can also click the names of just about any CNN shows in their right side pop down box on
their main US site as there are contact forms with their shows.
I would suggest going to well known Iranian new sites and any of interest and sending that linky to
them. Its about time people did SOMETHING en masse and then see how CNN might cover this if
enough attention is drawn to it.
We were shown these same images on CNN, even though the above linky is about BBC's use of
the image. IF you have seen that image on any media, make it know how you feel.
For those in the Zionist run countries, you are going against your own countries PEOPLE if you do
not do something about this. This is a big gorilla in the room.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Thank you NIP for highlighting these evils. I pray that God or something intervenes. These games
are going to far.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/02/2012 05:46 PM

Another source and more proof, that they fixed Syria just like they did all the other countries!

[link to mathaba.net]
[link to mathaba.net]

I can't pin it but I can

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 07:10 PM

NIP, I have a suggestion that you begin a thread (when you have time to devote to) with a Q&A
basis on:
3 days of darkness
origins of God
purpose of humanity
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stasis
consciousness of individuals, collective and planets
etc.
serious questions only
what think you?
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Don't I already have one of those at least for some of those topics? I am going to start one when I
am finally caught up with my own forum, maybe even this evening, on the Hierarchy and the
creation in general. Consciousness IS,, nobody knows when or how it started. Nothing to cover
thusly, except IT IS. 3 days of darkness is nothing to spend pages on, everything on it already is
in my stasis et all thread. Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
My thread I plan will touch some of the other. There is no purpose to humanity. Except to evolve!
except on this planet, its the prison ward for the lucifer rebellion and the new thread will get to
that.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 17029583
United States
06/02/2012 07:37 PM

NIP, I have a suggestion that you begin a thread (when you have time to devote to) with a Q&A
basis on:
3 days of darkness
origins of God
purpose of humanity
stasis
consciousness of individuals, collective and planets
etc.
serious questions only
what think you?
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Don't I already have one of those at least for some of those topics? I am going to start one when I
am finally caught up with my own forum, maybe even this evening, on the Hierarchy and the
creation in general. Consciousness IS,, nobody knows when or how it started. Nothing to cover
thusly, except IT IS. 3 days of darkness is nothing to spend pages on, everything on it already is
in my stasis et all thread. Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
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My thread I plan will touch some of the other. There is no purpose to humanity. Except to evolve!
except on this planet, its the prison ward for the lucifer rebellion and the new thread will get to
that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Sign of the Times Q&A, intensity welcomed, foolishness is not, time may be short...
For instance, I would like to know more about:
Putin, his role
Her majesty of evilness and her stolen ring
What comprises a "team" of who's fighting who...
You can be a little spread out on your threads and I tend to see many posts unaddressed.
Understandable of course, however it would be nice for a focused, intense Q&A thread.

Hope you don't mind my suggestion...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/02/2012 10:02 PM
So tired of this propaganda. So far I've contacted CNN, BBC, some informed You Tube Channels,
friends...my list is growing. Please grow yours! Much love, moonlight Lotus
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/02/2012 10:05 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 10:27 PM

NIP, I have a suggestion that you begin a thread (when you have time to devote to) with a Q&A
basis on:
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3 days of darkness
origins of God
purpose of humanity
stasis
consciousness of individuals, collective and planets
etc.
serious questions only
what think you?
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Don't I already have one of those at least for some of those topics? I am going to start one when I
am finally caught up with my own forum, maybe even this evening, on the Hierarchy and the
creation in general. Consciousness IS,, nobody knows when or how it started. Nothing to cover
thusly, except IT IS. 3 days of darkness is nothing to spend pages on, everything on it already is
in my stasis et all thread. Thread: Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
My thread I plan will touch some of the other. There is no purpose to humanity. Except to evolve!
except on this planet, its the prison ward for the lucifer rebellion and the new thread will get to
that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Sign of the Times Q&A, intensity welcomed, foolishness is not, time may be short...
For instance, I would like to know more about:
Putin, his role
Her majesty of evilness and her stolen ring
What comprises a "team" of who's fighting who...
You can be a little spread out on your threads and I tend to see many posts unaddressed.
Understandable of course, however it would be nice for a focused, intense Q&A thread.

Hope you don't mind my suggestion...
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Putin, simply an incarnate good guy, who with others continues to prevent the re take over by the
khazar bolsheviks of Russian. Genuine Christian, as ina Christ. The big "house" he built has
purpose other than for himself, should not mention that here. Lets just say its "good."
Her Magisty, currently an actor. But otherwise, the Khazars took the British throne in the early
1900's along with destroying Russia, and she is born khazar. Enough on that, we sort of like to
"live". Obviously thus the reason behind the stolen ring, which however is not the whole ring.
Marcos had it, legit, and it should have gone to his heir. Heir also deaded, Even though its
claimed he is alive, another actor. Simple theft of God's stuff on this world. For ones wondering on
the Ring, its the alpha omega ring that has been passed down for 38,000 years now, it belonged
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to Adam and Eve. For who Adam and Eve where, the simple UB story is enough. They were the
first VISIBLE rulers of this world from "heaven." Some of that will be covered in my hierarchy story
I assume.
Well as far as posts in other threads, I often to post and run and don't come back. Sometimes I
just want to leave the hint, in others if I do too much, too much attention can result.
The heirarchy thread should pul together some stuff. I will be as usual, banning and deleting as
needed in it. And likely NOT answer some questions, until it is "time" to answer them.
I probably do have some posts in my main threads unanswered. Shit happens.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/02/2012 10:41 PM
quote...They want ALL the land under the former "real israel", which is basically on this map I searched
for, after Christ Michael long ago gave me the approximate boundaries in my own atlas, that I
traced in pen from his information. The only difference with the map way down on the page below,
is that it includes Iraq to the Tigris, and less of Turkey than shown. The portion of Turkey wanted
is the south east sector over to the headwaters of the Tigris which does include all of Syria. Those
that stole the Talmud, cannot call themselves "semites". They didn't even name themselves
"jewish people" until the 1700's! Then added that to the BIBLE to divert christians with additional
propaganda, to their service.
[link to britam.org]
-Quote
WOW, how I wish you had been one of my teachers in school.
as always.

Thank you for the information

Future Cosmologist
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/04/2012 12:32 AM

So tired of this propaganda. So far I've contacted CNN, BBC, some informed You Tube Channels,
friends...my list is growing. Please grow yours! Much love, moonlight Lotus
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2563394
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...same here, spreading it in Germany and Europe.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17048861
United States
06/04/2012 01:12 AM
that image is irrelevant.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1238775

I know. BBC even conveniently puts "this image can not be independently verified..." right
under the photo.
We all know the news is contrived, Opie. But this image, especially with a disclaimer as to its
authenticity is not quite as big a deal as you make it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/04/2012 08:48 AM

that image is irrelevant.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1238775

I know. BBC even conveniently puts "this image can not be independently verified..." right
under the photo.
We all know the news is contrived, Opie. But this image, especially with a disclaimer as to its
authenticity is not quite as big a deal as you make it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17048861

its absolutely a great big hairy deal. as I said, it can be the gorilla/elephant in the room for some
people to wake them up to the games being played. the "image can't be independently verified" is
part of the elephant in the room and possibly medias way of hinting they are using either out of
date images from past event to screw peoples heads, or they were made in a "lab" on purpose.
In this case either it was made on purpose years ago and is being reused, or it was genuine years
ago and is being reused.
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